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About This Game

The Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-29 Fulcrum is one of the world's most maneuverable and toughest fighter jets and has often been
compared to its closest Western counterpart, the F-16. Innovations unique to the aircraft allow MiG pilots to perform

remarkable moves like the Tailslide and Cobra maneuvers. Exported to nearly 20 air forces, the MiG-29 continues to be a
formidable world presence in the struggle for air-superiority.

Features

Authentic MiG-29 flight model developed with the assistance of Yuri Prikhodko, Russian MiG-29 test pilot/cosmonaut

Fast and furious combat with high definition graphics [1024 x 768 resolution with Voodoo2™ — incredible with SLI]

Highly detailed interactive cockpit

40 single player missions plus 12 multiplayer missions — 6 deathmatch and 6 A.W. (Air War) cooperative missions

MiG-29 Fulcrum mission design tool to create your own sorties

8 different camera views for exceptional situational awareness

Stunningly realistic landscapes
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FREE Large-scale Internet play via NovaWorld — go head-to-head with over 120 F-16 Multirole Fighters, MiG-29
Fulcrums and F-22 Raptors in one arena
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Title: MiG-29 Fulcrum
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
NovaLogic
Publisher:
NovaLogic, THQ Nordic
Release Date: 7 Sep, 1998
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Paid 20\u20ac just 6 months after release, so definitely won't complain about price and DLC characters.

Game is nicely optimized. Runs on default settings at 60fps \/ 720p on the old 2012 living room PC (3.2Ghz Athlon II upgraded
with a GTX 1050 Ti last year).

Good old Soulcalibur fun. Kiddies and casuals can join in and have a blast. Been playing Souls since PS1 and this is the series I
remember.. Personally, I found this game hard at first, and for some this game may be boring. HOWEVER, I do not agree with
all the negative reviews, like, what do you expect from a train simulation? SHOOTING? No. For those who like trains or
simulation games in general, this is a great buy, mainly during sales! When addressing the thousands DLCs, it's not like that,
these have been made over 10 years! PLUS you don't need them! If you play this game often and you do want to buy DLC,
you'd only get the ones that suit you, for example I purchased London stuff as I live there and like the realism. SO, DLCs
addressed, what about some of the POOR GRAPHICS, and yes but actually no... the game is 10 years old and the old stuff isn't
pretty but the new content is great, it's very detailed and the graphics are great!

To conclude, this game is a great buy for those who enjoy simulation games or have a passion for trains. BUT I do not
recommend this game for people with low concentration or for people who are easily bored, as some scenarios can take over a
hour, IRL.

My rating for this game: 6\/10

Feel free to give me feedback on my review! Maybe leave a like!. In fairness i'll leave my original review below which I'd wrote
only after my initial short session with the game. It left a good impression with me at the time, but I changed my mind after
getting a chance to spend more time with it. I still really like the atmosphere and artwork, but the rest of the game quickly
became bland and predictable.

There's not much of a story for you to invest yourself in the character or what's going on. It feels like a Point A to Point B
interactive story without much of a plot nor variation in between. You play through a series of short levels (small physical areas
that the story progresses you through), each of which typically has a puzzle (more like a task) that you must complete to
progress to the next area such as finding a key for a door. The tasks require no thought or effort whatsoever... basically talking
to this person who says to find some thing that's in plain site to then take here yadda yadda. Now I do occasionally enjoy
walking\/exploration games with good artwork, but there's not enough story to keep my interest and the walking pace kills my
desire to explore the limited level area. I'm sure there's some people who would still enjoy playing it though.

------

Stumbled across this game and decided to pick it up since the artwork\/style looked interesting. So far I've been enjoying it
since I tend to favor these light puzzle \/ exploration kind of games (similar to Oxenfree in that sense). I like how most objects
are interactable with dialog (reminds me a bit of The Fall) to help explore each of the areas. The visuals and sound seem to go
well together to produce surreal\/creepy environments. So far it doesn't feel particularly challenging but rather has a relaxed feel
to the gameplay - but I haven't got too far in the game yet so that may not always be true.

The only complaint that I have about the game is the walking speed. There's only one pace of walking and it feels painfully slow
at times when walking through woods. Luckily I haven't found the need to backtrack much at all but it still bugs me.. Game is
very rough running even on a high end pc, no tool tips and controls are weird and difficult to use. The terrain generation is
difficult to build with and requires extremely large amount of terraforming to even have a chance of placing a building without
it floating or sunk into a hill. May be better in the future considering early access, but considering the wait already for release it
is a dissappointment from what was claimed. At first i thought this game was fun. But then I lost the 1st Battle of Bullrun
because i pulled a unit off a victory point at the last second to chase another unit away. The game has a lot of potential but in it's
current state is pretty terrible. I attacked one unit of union militia with four units of confederate veterans and they were all
routed after they lost literally ten guys. Instead of militia retreating, they literally fight to the death. But the biggest problem is
probably units completely dying without getting shot. I attacked some artillery with 800 veterans and the entire unit died
instantly. Nothing shot at them. They just died. So yeah this game is pretty crappy. Not worth the money. I really can
recommend this game only for a big fans of MotoGP and only because there is no other option. For others it's not an option.
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First of all, it has some critical issues which lasts for months without fixing. You can find occasionally that your career is no
longer saving or the game isn't starting. But even without this it's far from perfect. AI is too easy to beat (on some tracks even
extremely easy) on the higest difficlty level (with semi-pro physics), graphics was great seven years ago, it's almost always
rainig, AI has cheat lap times in qualifying and a boy, who beats everyone in Moto3 and Moto2, winning almost every race, is
only welcome in CRT teams (which makes your career looks pretty strange).
But if you're ok with that, go and buy it right now! In fact, you don't really have a lot of choice in moto games, do you?. Good
oldschool game.
Awesome actions and story.. I like Iron Storm alot despite its flaws so i bought this.

Technically its way more accomplished than its spiritual predecessor, looks quite nice. However amazingly the gameplay is way
less fun.

The main reason being that the shooting just doesnt feel...right. Theres a lack of weight and feedback thats hard to describe. In
Iron Storm even the default assault rifle was a bulky loud monstrosity that pushed you and the enemies around when being shot,
likewise with most of the other weapons. Here you point your cursor at a dude and click, your weapon makes a
lame♥♥♥♥♥buzzing sound and then when the dude you clicked for 3 seconds notices he has 0 HP he yells and flops to the
ground with a floaty ragdoll - if you yourself get hit theres a white cloudy indicator - no sense of impact, as if everyone shoots
very soft wool pellets at each other. Its impressive that with all the other technical improvements going on they managed to
totally remove any trace of "oomph" from the gunplay.

Id like to imagine that the money spent on this counts as a bonus payment for Iron Storm but thats not how this works prolly.
Boring and dissappointing.. At first, Masters of the World looks like a deep, engaging and thrilling simulator of worldwide
politics. If you made the same mistake that I did by purchasing the $70 bundle with the game, updated content, and the modding
tool, you'd better hurry and refund that. If you really want to see what this game has to offer then you should just buy the base
game.

Unfortunately, the problems with MotW appear immediately. Right off the bat, the tutorial was unable to figure out that I had
successfully changed some spending priorities as it had instructed me to, preventing me from progressing further. Armed only
with the knowledge of how to navigate the map and modify the budget, I tried to start a new game. It was extremely difficult
selecting a leader that wasn't of the same party as the current leader, turning the start-up process into a mess as I accidentally
changed unrelated settings attempting to figure out how to change the leader. I eventually figured it out - though I can't even
remember how I did - and entered the game.

Immediately, the game became campy and even amusing. To communicate to the player even basic messages, an ugly and
poorly-rendered person takes over your screen to talk to you about how well you're doing. The voice acting was so robotic and
unnatural, the first 7 hours I played I was certain it was just a text-to-speech software. These messages quickly become
repetitive: whenever there is a terrorist cell in a foreign country, someone will come on the screen and deliver a useless,
rambling explanation of the "Brown model" without giving you any real information (they'll mention percentages and numbers
that sound important, but turn out to be repetitive filler that doesn't change situation to situation). Afterwords the game will give
you a static text box telling you the real information: where the cell is, what it does and how to contact them. You can skip these
messages (and thankfully by doing so you're not actually missing anything), but the fact that Eversim put so much effort into
something so unnecessary - and in fact something that hinders the gameplay experience - shows where their priorities are.

The rest of the game's graphics do not fare well, either. The game has extreme and severe lag somehow, even when countries are
basically trees, lakes, and geometrically simple cities that consist of about a dozen buildings. As mentioned earlier, the character
models look horrendous, but the developers seem to enjoy showing off. The interface is a problem (which is not uncommon for
an Eversim game), with the developers trying to make fancy-looking infographics hidden behind dozens of menus and tabs.

If these problems weren't major enough, the game is buggy, crashes very often, and Eversim has completely given up on it.
Eversim has a history of spending about 6 months on a political game, updating it rarely for a 6-month period, and then
disappearing to work on a sequel. Their sequel to this game is coming out soon (the release date has already passed with no
announcement) and judging by the trailers, it preserves the terrible graphics and confusing interface. If Eversim settled on a
game, kept updating it, used a reasonable price, and actually made a working tutorial, they wouldn't have a 42% positive score
on Steam.
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Excellent soundtrack from an excellent game. Highly recommended. Unique music styles that are catchy and entertaining.. The
real world got you down?
Politics too much of a chore?
Let your fists, or fingers do the talking. Kick the crap out of Jimmy Carter, Abe Lincoln amd Donald Trump.
A great little beat em up that has some reasonably good jokes.
The fighting is not too bad either.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/yoV0HadkzJo. Well, after spending a long time trying to get this game to just run, (due to an issue with some
unreal games and teamviewer apparently), I have to say I'm quite disappointed. Graphically the game is everything you see in
the trailer, it's amazing, but gameplay wise is another story. The controls are atrocious. You slide around like you're on ice, and
you reverse at the same speed you accelerate, which is quite fast. It's a cheap price, so maybe I shouldn't have expected anything
decent, but, man, don't get your hopes up..  The Good
The game is really easy to pick up.
It loaded my home city on start up so I could use that map.
The city you play in matters game play wise. A city like Boston that has sections cut off with one one route to the rest of
the city does make it a little more of a challenge as opposed to a land locked city.
I found it nice to play one deployment if I had a 1\/2 hour to play while, lets say, dinner is cooking.
It may look like a casual game at first but there is some depth to it.

 The Bad
The game is not very good without the DLC. It makes it mandatory.
The regular price of the game and the DLC is not worth it
There were a few, not bugs per se, but "ticks". Like sometimes when you used the filter, I had to scroll to get my units
to appear again. Minor things barely worth mentioning but they are there and the game does run smooth.
After units finish a mission, they should return to their initial deployment point.
It can get repetitive. This is why it was not worth the full price for a game you ma play for a 15 hours and then stach
away for a few months.

 The Ugly (other thoughts)
I wish you could rename your units. Especially playing in your home town. A minor QOL improvement.
I got the game and DLC for $9 US. That made it a great value.
The graphics are...wel not there. But as games like FTL have shown, good game play comes first and you do not need
great graphics to be a hit.
All in all it is a fun game just not worth full price. If you can get it around the $10 US Price, I say pick it up.

PS, pepperoni pizza orders are to be taken seriously. Learn from my mistake.. Do not buy. This game is garbage!. I got
the Demo and thought it was pretty cool...I dont like that you cant reset your view (unless not that I have found) I
purchased the game but in my opinion it was just fine with the single drum offered in the demo...I wish I didnt spend
the 20 bucks for the whole version. if there is a refund option I am all for it.

. I got this game just for the VR (vive and track controllers) and it is by far the best fps shooter for the vive (and track
controllers) out there atm.

Honestly if this game wasn't Vive and track controller compatible i wouldn't have given it a second look.. Video of
gameplay: https://youtu.be/kQVZTLhPNSg

This is a very well made game, I love the concept. You are in a carboard maze/labrynth attempting to find your way out
while avoiding boobie traps and THE PUMPKING KING. You can reset traps to get rid of the pumpkin king or shoot
him with various weapons you aquire. The maps are procedurally generated and there is even an option in the settings
to open a map "seed". You input numbers and it generates a map, so you can replicate the exact same map by inputting
certain numbers. This is definitely cool if someone finds a unique map or a hard map you can give friends the seed #
for the map. I like that they have both teleport and full locomotion options for this game for those prone to motion
sickness, you won't have any issues.

The games not real scary but it gets intense and creepy when the pumpking king is chasing you. The various roaches
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zooming around startled me a few times lol.

Great game, DEFINITELY worth the price, especially at the launch sale pricepoint!.
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https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1756425539. Well, looks like lots stuff happen after my last edit.

And I'm changing my comment, again.

But this time - NOT RECOMMEND.

According my score right now I don't think it matters but well,
I'm not here to save my score anyway.

There're good parts:

1. Enemies are cute.
2. Metroid style level design.
3. Fighting System is interesting, smooth and satisfying.
4. If you died, you respawn fast and right where you are.
  (There's no save room like Super Metroid)
5. They fix bugs pretty quick.

Also some acceptable bad parts:

1. Not friendly keyboard support.
2. Annoying enemy design(for some)
3. And no "recovery time" after you're knock down.

I originaly support the devs because I BELIEVE they'll make TAIKER better.
But after the issues they have in PR, in their game content which violate laws.
One of the devs still showed his\/her "HOSIPITALITY" with his\/her "PERSONALITY".

I lost my faith.

In the end, if you're interest in things I mentioned.
You can buy this sweet piece of pie.
I stll think it's worth a bite.
But not worth waiting, for now.
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------(4 Dec @ 12:46pm edited)-----

To my understanding, the developers have some issues in PR.
Also not as careful as I thought they'd be in their game content.
But they respond quick if the situation is urgent.

So yeah, take these into you consideration before and after buying TAIKER.

For me, I STILL RECOMMENDED IT.

Because I believed it has potential, worth trying.

The pros and cons were in the original post, if you're interested.

-----(Original post)-----

Played it for a hour, had ran into deadly bug two times.
About to refund but the devs act quick enough.
I played it again and game work nicely.

I would recommend this sweet piece of pie for the following reasons:

1. Enemies are cute(while main characters aren't as same XD)
2. Metroid style level design.
3. Fighting System is interesting, smooth and satisfying
4. SUPER QUICK RESPAWN, YES.

This game still need some polishing.
Like more friendly keyboard support.
Less annoying enemies design and forgiving combat setups.
Still I believe it got some potential.

Worth a try :D
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